
ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

KINDERGARTEN – WRITING

WRITING STRATEGIES
• 1.0   Students write words and brief sentences that are legible.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Organization and Focus
K.1.3     Write by moving from left to right and from
             top to bottom.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when writing (name) will
use a left to right, return sweep and top to bottom
progression with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials
as  measured by teacher-charted observation.

1. By (date) when writing one line entries (name)
will use a left to right progression with ___%
accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
teacher-charted observation.

2. By (date) when writing multi-line entries (name)
will use a left to right progression and a return
sweep with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials
as measured by teacher-charted observation.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

KINDERGARTEN – WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS

WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS
• 1.0   Students write and speak with a command of standard English conventions.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Spelling
K.1.2    spell independently by using pre-phonetic
            knowledge, sounds of the alphabet, and
            knowledge of letter names.

[spell 5 priority words (I, a, and, the, is) either orally
or written (*CLRP)]

(Annual Goal) By (date) when given ___ words
(name) will determine a reasonable spelling using
pre-phonetic knowledge,  letter sounds, and
knowledge of letter names  with ___% accuracy in
___ consecutive trials as measured by student work
samples.

1.     By (date) when given ___ words (name) will
        spell using pre-phonetic knowledge, letter
        sounds, and knowledge of letter names with
        ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
        measured by student work samples.

2.     By (date) when given ___ words (name) will
        spell using pre-phonetic knowledge, letter
        sounds, and knowledge of letter names with
        ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
        measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FIRST GRADE - WRITING

WRITING STRATEGIES
• 1.0  Students write clear and coherent sentences and paragraphs that develop a central idea.  Their writing shows they consider the audience

and purpose.  Students progress through the stages of the writing process (e.g., prewriting, drafting, revising, editing successive versions).

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Penmanship
1.1.3  Print legibly and space letters, words and
                sentences appropriately.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given letters, words,
and sentences from a written model/dictation,
(name) will use correct letter formation and spacing
with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
measured by student work samples.

1.    By (date), when given letters or words from a
       written model/dictation, (name) will use correct
       letter formation and spacing with ___%
       accuracy in ___of ___ trials as measured by
       student work samples.

2.    By (date), when given sentences from a written
       model/dictation, (name) will use correct letter
       formation and spacing with ___% accuracy in
      ___of ___ trials as measured by student work
      samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FIRST GRADE- WRITTEN AND ORAL  ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS

WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS
• 1.0    Students write and speak with a command of standard English conventions appropriate to this grade level.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Sentence Structure
1.1.1 Write and speak in complete, coherent

sentences.

Punctuation
1.1.5  Use a period, exclamation point, or
                question mark at the end of sentences.

1.1.6        Use knowledge of the basic rules of
                punctuation and capitalization when
                writing.

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given a verbal or
visual cue, (name) will speak/write in complete
sentences with ___% accuracy in __ of ___ trials as
measured by teacher-charted observations/student
work samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___ sentences
to punctuate, (name) will correctly use period,
exclamation mark or question mark at the end of the
sentence with ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive
trials as measured by student work samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given sentences to
write, (name) will correctly use simple capital letters
(beginning of sentence, names, I) and endmark
punctuation (. ? or !) with ___% accuracy in ___ of
___ trials as measured by student work samples.

1. By (date), when given a verbal or visual cue,
(name) will speak in complete sentences with
___% accuracy in __ of __ trials as measured
by teacher-charted observations.

2.  By (date), when given a verbal or visual cue,
(name) will write in complete sentences with
___% accuracy in __ of __ trials as measured
by teacher-charted observations/student work
samples.

1.  By (date), when given ___ sentences to
      punctuate, (name) will correctly use periods at
      the end of the sentence with ___% accuracy in
      ___ consecutive trials as measured by student
      work samples.

2. By (date), when given ___ sentences to
punctuate, (name) will correctly use question or
exclamation marks at the end of the sentence
with ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
measured by student work samples.

1. By (date), when given sentences to write,
(name) will correctly use beginning capital
letters (beginning of sentence, names, and I)
and periods at the end of sentences with ___%
accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
student work samples.

2.    By (date), when given sentences to write,
       (name) will correctly use simple capital letters
       and endmark punctuation (. ? and !)  with
       ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
       measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS – FIRST GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Capitalization
1.1.7 Capitalize the first word of a sentence,
               names of people and the pronoun.

Spelling
1.1.8 Spell three-and four-letter short-vowel
              words and grade-level-appropriate sight
              words correctly.

    [spell at least the first 50 priority words (*CLRP)].

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___ sentences
with incorrect capitalization, (name) will identify
corrections for capital letters at the beginning of the
sentence, proper nouns and the pronoun I with
___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
measured by student work samples.

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given ___three- and
four- letter short-vowel words and the list of
___priority sight words for first grade, (name) will
spell the  words with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___
trials as measured by student work samples.

1. By (date), when given ___ sentences with
       incorrect capitalization, (name) will identify
       corrections for capital letters at the beginning of
       the sentence with ___% accuracy in ___
       consecutive trials as measured by student work
       samples.

2. By (date), when given ___ sentences with
incorrect capitalization, (name) will identify
corrections for capitalizing proper nouns and
the pronoun I with ___% accuracy in ___
consecutive trials as measured by student work
samples.

1. By (date), when given _____three-letter short
vowel words and ____ priority sight words for
first grade, (name) will spell the target words
with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
measured by student work samples.

2. By (date), when given ____ four-letter short
       vowel words and ____ priority sight words for
       first grade, (name) will spell the target words
       with ____% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
       measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SECOND GRADE - WRITING

WRITING STRATEGIES
• 1.0   Students write clear and coherent sentences and paragraphs that develop a central idea.  Their writing shows they consider the audience

and purpose.  Students progress through the stages of the writing process (e.g., prewriting, drafting, revising, editing successive versions).

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

[*pre 2.1.1 (not a standard)]   
                Write from a teacher made graphic
                organizer, construct a graphic organizer.

Organization and Focus
2.1.1 Group related ideas and maintain a

consistent focus.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when provided with a
teacher made organizer, (name) will write a __
sentence paragraph using clear cohesive sentences
scoring at least ___ on a writing rubric in __
consecutive trials as measured by student work
samples.

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when preparing for a
written assignment, (name) will produce a graphic
organizer or outline of ideas in the pre-writing
process, with ___% accuracy in __ of __ trials as
measured by student work samples.

1. By (date), when provided with a teacher-made
       organizer, (name) will write a ____sentence
       paragraph using clear cohesive sentences
       scoring at least ___ on a writing rubric in ___
       consecutive trials as measured by student work
       samples.

2. By (date), when provided with a teacher-made
organizer, (name) will write a ___sentence
paragraph using clear cohesive sentences
scoring at least ___ on a writing rubric in ___
consecutive trials as measured by student work
samples.

1. By (date), when preparing for a written
assignment, (name) will provide at least three

       final related entries to complete a teacher
       provided graphic organizer or outline of ideas
       with __% accuracy in  __ of __ trials as
       measured by student work samples.

2. By (date), when given a written assignment and
no more than one teacher cue during the work
process, (name) will produce a graphic
organizer or outline of ideas with ___ %
accuracy in ____ of ____ trials as measured by

       student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SECOND GRADE- WRITTEN AND ORAL  ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS

WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS
• 1.0   Students write and speak with a command of standard English conventions appropriate to this grade level.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Sentence Structure
2.1.2 Recognize and use the correct word order

in written sentences.

Capitalization
2.1.6 Capitalize all proper nouns, words at the
              beginning of sentences and greetings,
              months and days of the week, and titles
              and initials of people.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___ sentences,
including some in understandable/correct word
order and some in confusing/incorrect word
order, (name) will demonstrate knowledge and use
of correct sentence structure and word order, by
sorting the two types of sentences and correcting
the confusing/incorrect sentences with ___%
accuracy  in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
teacher-constructed tests.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a list of __
proper ( names, months, days of the week, titles,
places and initials of people) and common nouns,
(name) will correctly capitalize proper nouns with
__% accuracy in __ of __trials as measured by
teacher-made tests.

1.    By (date), when given ___ sentences, including
       some in understandable/ correct word order
       and some in confusing/incorrect word order,
       (name) will demonstrate knowledge and use of
       correct sentence structure by sorting the two
       types of sentences with ___% accuracy in ___
       of ____ trials as measured by teacher-
       constructed tests.

2.    By (date), when given ___ sentences in
       confusing/incorrect word order, (name) will
       demonstrate knowledge and use of correct
       word sentence structure by correcting the
       sentences with ____% accuracy in ____ of____
       trials as measured by teacher-constructed
       tests.

1.     By (date), when given a list of __ proper
        (names, months, days of the week) and
        common nouns, (name) will demonstrate
       knowledge of correct capitalization of proper
       nouns with __% accuracy in __ of __ trials as
        measured by teacher-made tests.

2.     By (date), when given a list of __ proper nouns
        (titles, places, initials) and common nouns,
        (name) will demonstrate knowledge of correct
        capitalization of proper nouns with __%
        accuracy in __ of __ trials as measured by
         teacher-made tests.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS – SECOND GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Spelling
2.1.7 Spell frequently used, irregular words
              correctly (e.g., was, were, says, said, who,
              what, why)

2.1.8 Spell basic short-vowel, long-vowel, r-
              controlled, and consonant-blend patterns
              correctly.

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given a list of
___high frequency, irregularly spelled words,
(name) will correctly spell the target words with
__% accuracy in __ consecutive trials as
measured by teacher-charted records/student work
samples.

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given a list of ___
spelling words including basic short-vowel, long-
vowel, r-controlled vowel, and consonant blend
patterns, (name) will spell target words with ___%
accuracy in___ of __  trials as measured by
teacher-made tests.

1.     By (date), when given a list of ___high
        frequency, irregularly spelled words, (name)
        will correctly spell the target words with __%
        accuracy in __ consecutive trials as measured
        by teacher-charted records/student work
        samples.

2.     By (date), when given a list of ___high
        frequency, irregularly spelled words, (name)
        will correctly spell the target words with
        ___% accuracy in __ consecutive trials as
        measured by teacher-charted records/student
        work samples.

1.     By (date), when given a list of ___ spelling
        words including basic short-vowel, and long
        vowel patterns, (name) will spell target words
        with ___% accuracy in___ of __ trials as
        measured by teacher-made tests.

2.     By (date), when given a list of ___ spelling
        words including basic short-vowel, long-vowel,
        r-controlled vowel, and consonant blend
        patterns, (name) will spell target words with
        ___% accuracy in___ of __ trials as measured
        by teacher-made tests.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

THIRD GRADE - WRITING

WRITING STRATEGIES
• 1.0   Students write clear and coherent sentences and paragraphs that develop a central idea.  Their writing shows they consider audience
      and purpose.  Students progress through the stages of the writing process (e.g., prewriting, drafting, revising, editing successive versions).

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Organization and Focus
3.1.1     Create a single paragraph:

a. Develop a topic sentence.
b. Include simple supporting facts and

details.

(Annual Goal) By (date), following teacher-led
prewriting activities, (name) will compose a single
paragraph including a topic sentence, supporting
sentences and a concluding sentence with ____%
accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
student work samples.

1. By (date), following teacher-led prewriting
activities, (name) will compose a topic sentence
and supporting sentences with ___% accuracy
in ____ of ____ trials as measured by student
work samples.

2.    By (date), following teacher-led prewriting
       activities, (name) will compose a topic
       sentence, supporting sentences and a
       concluding sentence with ____% accuracy
       in___ of ___ trials as measured by student work
       samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

THIRD GRADE – WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS

WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS
• 1.0   Students write and speak with a command of standard English conventions appropriate to this grade level.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Punctuation
3.1.5 Punctuate dates, city and state, and titles

of books correctly .

Capitalization
3.1.7 Capitalize geographical names, holidays,

historical periods and special events
correctly

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given brief
sentences containing dates/cities and states/titles of
books, (name) will correctly punctuate these
elements with___% accuracy in ___ consecutive
trials as measured by student work samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given brief sentences
containing geographical names/holidays/historical
periods/special events, (name) will capitalize these
elements correctly with ___% accuracy in___ of__
trials as measured by student work samples.

1. By (date), when given a mixed list of
        dates/cities and states, (name) will correctly
        punctuate this list with ___% accuracy in ___
        consecutive trials as measured by student
         work samples.

2. By (date), when given brief sentences
        containing dates/cities and states/titles of
        books, (name) will correctly punctuate these
        elements with ___% accuracy in ____
        consecutive trials as measured by student
        work samples.

1. By (date), when given a list of geographical
       names/historical periods, (name) will capitalize
       these elements correctly with ___% accuracy in
       ___ of __ trials as measured by student work
       samples.

2. By (date), when given a list of holidays/special
events, (name) will capitalize these elements

        correctly with___% accuracy in__ of __ trial
        as measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS – THIRD GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Spelling
3.1.9    Arrange words in alphabetic order.

[*spell the first 300 high priority words correctly
(*CRLP)]

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a list of __
words, including words with identical first and
second letters, (name) will alphabetize these words
with __% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured
by student work samples.

1. By (date), when given a list of __ words,
       including words with identical first letters,
       (name) will alphabetize these words with ___%
       accuracy in __ of __ trials as measured by
       student work samples.

2. By (date), when given a list of __ words,
       including words with identical first and second
       letters, (name) will alphabetize these words with
       ____% accuracy in __ of __ trials as measured
       by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FOURTH GRADE - WRITING

WRITING STRATEGIES
• 1.0   Students write clear and coherent sentences and paragraphs that develop a central idea. Their writing shows they consider the audience

and purpose.  Students progress through the stages of the writing process (e.g., prewriting, drafting, revising, editing successive versions).

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Organization and Focus
4.1.2      Create multiple-paragraph compositions

a. Provide an introductory paragraph.
b. Establish and support a central idea

with a topic sentence at or near the
beginning of the first paragraph.

c. Include supporting paragraphs with
simple facts, details, and
explanations.

d. Conclude with a paragraph that
summarizes the points.

e. Use correct indentation.
(CAHSEE)

Research and Technology
4.1.5     Quote or paraphrase information sources,
              citing them appropriately.  (CAHSEE)

Annual Goal) By (date), following teacher-led pre-
writing activities, (name) will produce a correctly
indented multiple paragraph composition that
includes an introductory paragraph with a topic
sentence, supporting paragraphs with
facts/details/explanations, and a concluding
paragraph with a summary of key points scoring at
least ___on the writing rubric in ___ of ___ trials as
measured by student work samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a teacher
direction, (name) will locate information in texts by
using organizational features (e.g., prefaces,
appendixes) with ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive
trials as measured by teacher charted
observations/student work samples.

1.     By (date), following teacher-led pre-writing
        activities, when given a topic sentence, (name)
        will write an introductory paragraph containing
        the topic sentence and a supporting paragraph
       including facts/details/explanations scoring at
        least ____on the writing rubric in ___ of __trials
        as measured by student work samples.

2. By (date), following teacher-led pre-writing
        activities, (name) will produce a correctly
        indented multiple paragraph composition that
        includes an introductory paragraph with a topic
        sentence, and at least two supporting
        paragraphs with facts/details/explanations with
        ___% accuracy in ___ of ____trials as
        measured by student work samples.

1.    By (date), when given a teacher direction,
       (name) will locate information in texts by using
        the preface and/or table of contents with ___%
        accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
        measured by teacher-charted
        observations/student work samples.

2. By (date), when given a teacher direction,
(name) will locate information in texts by using
the index or appendix with ___% accuracy in
___ consecutive trials as measured by teacher-

       charted observations/student work.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WRITING STRATEGIES – FOURTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Research & Technology – continued
4.1.6     Locate information in reference texts by
              using organizational features (e.g.,
              prefaces, appendixes).   (CAHSEE)

Evaluation and Revision
 4.1.10    Edit and revise selected drafts to improve
                coherence and progression by adding,
                deleting, consolidating, and rearranging
                text.   (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given a teacher
selected subject and access to reference materials,
(name) will find and use information in various
reference materials (e.g., dictionary, thesaurus, card
catalog, encyclopedia, online information) to
complete a pre-writing tool (e.g., notecards, outline)
with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
measured by teacher-charted observations/student
work.

(Annual Goal) By (date), after completing a first
draft, (name) will edit and revise for coherence and
progression of the writing process by adding,
deleting, consolidating, and/or rearranging text to
produce an edited version scoring at  least ___ on
the writing rubric in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
student work samples.

1.      By (date), when given a teacher selected
         subject and access to reference materials,
         (name) will find information from a single
         source and use it to complete a pre-writing
         tool (e.g., notecards, outline) with ___%
         accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
         teacher-charted observations/student work.

2. By (date), when given a teacher selected
       subject and access to reference materials,
       (name) will find information from at least two
       sources and use it to complete a pre-writing
       tool (e.g., notecards, outline) with ___%
       accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
       teacher-charted observations/student work.

1.    By (date), after completing a first draft and
       conferencing with an adult or peer editor,
       (name) will edit and revise for coherence of the
       writing process to produce an edited version
       scoring at least ___ on the writing rubric in ___
       of ___ trials as measured by student work
       samples.

2. By (date), after completing a first draft, (name)
       will edit and revise for progression of the writing
       process by adding, deleting, or rearranging text
       to produce an edited version scoring at least
      ____ on the writing rubric in ___ of ___ trials as
      measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FOURTH GRADE – WRITING

WRITING APPLICATIONS (Genres and Their Characteristics)
• 2.0   Students write and speak with a command of standard English conventions appropriate to this grade level.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

4.2.3      Write information reports:
a.    Frame a central question about an
       issue or situation.
b.    Include facts and details for focus.
c. Draw from more than one source of

information (e.g., speakers, books,
newspapers, other media sources).

               (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a variety of
information sources and  teacher-led
discussion/activities regarding an issue or situation,
(name) will write an informational report that frames
a question and includes  facts or details drawn from
source materials with ___% accuracy in ___
consecutive trials as measured by student work
samples.

1.   By (date), when given a variety of information
      sources and teacher-led discussion/activities
      regarding an issue or situation, (name) will
      frame a question and list facts or details drawn
      from source material with ___% accuracy in ___
      consecutive trails as measured by student work
      samples.

2. By (date), when given a variety of information
       sources and teacher-led discussion/activities
       regarding an issue or situation, (name) will write
       an informational report that frames a question
       and includes facts or details drawn from source
       materials with ___% accuracy in ___
       consecutive trials as  measured by student
       work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FOURTH GRADE – WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS

WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS
• 1.0   Students write and speak with a command of standard English conventions appropriate to this grade level.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Sentence Structure
 4.1.1    Use simple and compound sentences in
              writing and speaking.  (CAHSEE)

Grammar
 4.1.3  Identify and use regular and irregular verbs,
           adverbs, prepositions, and coordinating
           conjunctions in writing  and speaking.
        (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a
teacher-made prompt, (name) will write/ speak in
simple and compound sentences with ___%
accuracy in __ of __ trials as measured by student
work samples/teacher-charted observations.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___ sentences,
(name) will identify and use regular and irregular
verbs, adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions in
writing with ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials
as measured by student work samples.

1.    By (date), when given a teacher prompt, (name)
       will write/speak in simple sentences with ___%
       accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
       student work samples/teacher-charted
       observations.

2. By (date), when given a teacher prompt,
(name) will write/speak in compound sentences
with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as

        measured by student work samples/teacher-
        charted observations.

1.     By (date), when given ___ sentences, (name)
        will identify and use regular and irregular verbs
        and adverbs with ___% accuracy in ___
        consecutive trials as measured by student
        work samples.

2. By (date), when given ___ sentences, (name)
will identify and use prepositions and
conjunctions with ___% accuracy in ___
consecutive trials as measured by student
work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS FOURTH GRADE – CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Punctuation
 4.1.4      Use parentheses, commas in direct
               quotations, and apostrophes in the
               possessive case of nouns and in
               contractions.  (CAHSEE)

 4.1.5    Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics
              to identify titles of documents.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___
dictated/written sentences, (name) will use
parentheses, commas in direct quotations,
apostrophes in possessives and contractions with
__% accuracy in __     consecutive trials as
measured by student work samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___
dictated/written text samples containing titles of
documents, (name) will punctuate titles with
underlining, quotation marks, or italics with ___%
accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
teacher made tests.

1.    By (date), when given dictated/written
       sentences, (name) will use parentheses and
       commas in direct quotations with ___%
       accuracy in _        consecutive trials as
       measured by student work samples.

2. By (date), when given ___ dictated/written
sentences, (name) will apostrophes in

       possessives and contractions with ___%
       accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as measured
       by student work samples.

1.    By (date), when given ___ dictated/written text
       samples containing titles of documents, (name)
       will punctuate titles with underlining with ___%
       accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
        teacher-made tests.

2. By (date), when given ___ dictated/written text
        samples containing titles of documents, (name)
        will punctuate titles with quotation marks or
        italics with          % accuracy in        of         
                trials as measured by teacher-made tests.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FIFTH GRADE - WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS

WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS
• 1.0  Students write and speak with a command of standard English conventions appropriate to this grade level.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Sentence Structure
 5.1.1     Identify and correctly use prepositional
              phrases, appositives, and independent and
              dependent clauses; use transitions and
              conjunctions to connect ideas.  (CAHSEE)

Grammar
 5.1.2      Identify and correctly use verbs that are
               often misused (lie/lay, sit/set, rise/raise),
               modifiers and pronouns.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a sample
passage written at a fifth grade level, (name) will
identify prepositional phrases, appositives, clauses,
transition words/phrases and conjunctions with
____% accuracy in ____ consecutive trials, as
measured by student work samples/teacher
records.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a paragraph of
at least ____ sentences containing incorrectly used
troublesome verbs (lie/lay, sit/set), modifiers, and
pronouns, (name) will identify and correct the errors
with ____% accuracy in ____ of ____ trials as
measured by student work samples/ teacher
records.

1. By (date), when given a sample passage
        written at a fifth grade level, (name) will identify
        prepositional phrases, appositives, and clauses
        with____% accuracy in ____ consecutive trials,
        as measured by student work
        samples/teachers records.

2. By (date), when given a sample passage
        written at a fifth grade level, (name) will identify
        prepositional phrases, appositives, clauses,
        transition words/phrases and conjunctions with
        ____% accuracy in ____ consecutive trials, as
        measured by student work samples/ teacher
        records.

1. By (date), when given a paragraph of at least
         ____ sentences containing incorrectly used
         troublesome verbs (lie/lay, sit/set), (name) will
         identify and correct the errors with ____%
        accuracy in ____ of ____ trials as measured by
        student work samples/teacher records.

2. By (date), when given a paragraph of at least
         ____ sentences containing incorrectly used
         modifiers, and pronouns, (name) will identify
        and correct the errors with ____% accuracy in
        ____ of ____ trials as measured by student
        work samples/teacher records.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WRITTEN AND ORAL LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS – FIFTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Punctuation
 5.1.3      Use a colon to separate hours and
               minutes and to introduce a list; use
               quotation marks around the exact words of
               a speaker and titles of poems, songs,
               short stories, and so forth.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a paragraph of
at least ____ sentences requiring the use of a colon
or quotation marks, (name) will supply the missing
punctuation with ____% accuracy in ____
consecutive trials as measured by student work
samples/teacher records.

1. By (date), when given a paragraph of at least
        ____ sentences requiring the use of a colon
        (between hours/minutes, introducing a list),
        (name) will supply the missing colons with
        ____% accuracy in ____ consecutive trials as
        measured by student work samples/teacher
        records.

2. By (date), when given a paragraph of at least
        ____ sentences requiring the use of quotation
        marks (around the exact words of a speaker,
        titles of poems, songs, short stories), (name)
        will supply the missing punctuation with ____%
        accuracy in ____ consecutive trials as
        measured by student work samples/teacher
      records.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SIXTH GRADE - WRITING

WRITING STRATEGIES
• 1.0  Students write clear, coherent and focused essays.  The writing exhibits students’ awareness of the audience and purpose.  Essays

contain formal introductions, supporting evidence, and conclusions.  Students progress through the stages of the writing process as needed.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Organization and Focus
 6.1.1     Choose the form of writing (e.g., personal
               letter, letter to the editor, review, poem,
               report, narrative) that best suits the
               intended purpose.  (CAHSEE)

 6.1.2     Create multiple-paragraph expository
               compositions:

a. Engage the interest of the reader and
state a clear purpose.

b. Develop the topic with supporting
details and precise verbs, nouns, an
adjectives to paint a visual image in
the mind of the reader.

c. Conclude with a detailed summary
linked to the purpose of composition.

               (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given samples of 5
writing formats (personal, letter tot he editor, poem,
report, narrative) and purpose of each format,
(name) will match _____scenarios to the correct
letter that best suits the purpose with ______%
accuracy in       of        trials as measured by word
samples/writing rubric.

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given a writing topic,
(name) will write a 3 paragraph expository essay
with an emerging topic sentence, 4-6 supporting
sentences and a summary conclusion using
appropriate grade level language and conventions
with _____% accuracy in        of        trials as
measured by student work samples.

1. By (date), when given samples of 3 writing
formats (personal, letter to the editor, report),
(name) will identify and provide 2 examples of
each format to match ____ scenarios with %
accuracy in        of        trials as measured by
work samples/writing rubric.

2. By (date), when given a series of writing
scenarios, (name) will select appropriate letter
format, generate and edit a letter with ______%
accuracy in ____of _____ trials as measured
by work samples.

1. By (date), when given sample of prewriting
strategies, (name) will choose topics and
organize supporting documentation and write a
paragraph with a topic sentence, 4-6 supporting
sentences and a conclusion with _______%
accuracy in         of         trials as measured by
student work samples.

2.     By (date), when given sample of prewriting
        strategies, (name) will choose topics and
        organize supporting documentation and write a
        paragraph with a topic sentence, 4-6
        supporting sentences and a conclusion with
        _______% accuracy in         of         trials as
        measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WRITING STRATEGIES – SIXTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Organization and Focus - continued
 6.1.3      Use a variety of effective and coherent
               organizational patterns, including
               comparison and contrast; organization by
               categories; and arrangement by spatial
               order, order of importance, or climactic
               order.  (CAHSEE)

6.1.6 Revise writing to improve the organization
              and consistency of ideas within and
              between paragraphs.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given a teacher-
generated model of organizational strategies and
their key components (compare and contrast,
organization by categories, and arrangement of
spatial order, order of importance, climactic order),
(name) will choose a pre-write strategy (outline web)
will organize evidence incorporating key
components of organizational strategy before writing
a multi- paragraph expository report/essay with
_____% accuracy in _____of _____ trials as
measured by teacher-made writing rubric.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a writing
prompt, (name) will revise writing to improve
organization and consistency in         consecutive
trials with          % accuracy as measured by student
work samples.

1.      By (date), when given a model of
         organizational strategies and their key
         components, (name) will create a visual
         representation of the strategies that includes
         when to use which strategy in         of           
                trials with ______% accuracy as
         measured by teacher-made writing rubric.

2.   By (date), when given student-generated
         organizational model and a menu of writing
         topics, (name) will choose and use strategy
         appropriately in varied writing assignments
         with ______% accuracy in _____of _____
         trials as measured by teacher-generated
         rubric.

1.      By (date), when given a writing prompt,
         (name) will revise writing to improve
         organization in         consecutive trials with            
                   % accuracy as measured by student
          work samples.

2.       By (date), when given a writing prompt,
         (name) will revise writing to improve
         consistency in         consecutive trials with            
                   % accuracy as measured by student
          work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SIXTH GRADE - WRITING

WRITING APPLICATIONS
• 2.0   Students write narrative, expository, persuasive, and descriptive texts of at least 500 to 700 words in each genre.  Student writing

demonstrates a command of standard American English and the research, organizational, and drafting strategies outlined in Writing Standard
1.0.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

 6.2.2   Write expository compositions (e.g.,
            description, explanation, comparison and
            contrast, problem and solution):

a.     State the thesis or purpose.
b. Explain the situation.
c. Follow an organizational pattern

appropriate to the type of composition.
d. Offer persuasive evidence to validate

arguments and conclusions as
needed.

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given a menu of
expository compositions (description, exploration,
comparison and contrast, problem solutions,
argument, critique), (name) will write a multi-
paragraph essay choosing an organizational
strategy that aids reader understanding by stating
thesis, purpose or position, using supporting
documentation that offers relevant evidence and
validates arguments or reader concerns and
counterarguments with _______% accuracy in
_____of_____trials as measured by teacher-made
writing rubric.

1.       By (date), when given a menu of expository
          composition topics (description, compare and
          contrast), (name) will write a multi-paragraph
          response that states thesis or purpose,
          explains the situation using organizational
          strategy appropriate to the composition with
          evidence that supports arguments and
          conclusions with ____% accuracy in ___ of
          ___ trials as measured by teacher-generated
          writing rubric.

2.       By (date), when given a menu of expository
          composition topics (description, compare and
          contrast), (name) will write a multi-paragraph
          response that states thesis or purpose,
          explains the situation using organizational
          strategy appropriate to the composition with
          evidence that supports arguments and
          conclusions with ____% accuracy in ___ of
          ___ trials as measured by teacher-generated
          writing rubric.
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WRITING APPLICATIONS – SIXTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

 6.2.5       Write persuasive compositions:
  a.    State a clear position on a
         proposition or proposal.
b. Support the position with organized

and relevant evidence.
c. Anticipate and address reader

concerns and counterarguments.

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given a menu of
persuasive composition topics, (name) will write a
multi-paragraph essay choosing an organizational
strategy that aids reader understanding by stating
thesis, purpose or position, using supporting
documentation that offers relevant evidence and
validates arguments or reader concerns and
counterarguments with _______% accuracy in
_____of_____trials as measured by teacher-made
writing rubric.

1.       By (date), when given a menu of persuasive
          composition topics, (name) will write a multi-
          paragraph response that states thesis or
          purpose, explains the situation using
          organizational strategy appropriate to the
          composition with evidence that supports
          arguments and conclusions with ____%
          accuracy in ___ of  ___ trials as measured by
          teacher-generated writing rubric.

2.       By (date), when given a menu of persuasive
          composition topics, (name) will write a multi-
          paragraph response that states thesis or
          purpose, explains the situation using
          organizational strategy appropriate to the
          composition with evidence that supports
          arguments and conclusions with ____%
          accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
          teacher-generated writing rubric



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SEVENTH GRADE –WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS

        WRITING STRATEGIES

• Students write clear, coherent, and focused essays that exhibit awareness of audience and purpose and contain
formal introductions, bodies of supporting evidence and conclusions, using stages of the writing process as
needed.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK
Organization & Focus
 7.1.2     Support all statements and claims with
               anecdotes, descriptions, facts and
               statistics, and specific examples.
               (CAHSEE)

7.1.3 Use strategies of note-taking, outlining,
and summarizing to impose structure on
composition drafts.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a writing
prompt, (name) will write an expository essay which
contains an introduction, body and conclusion each
with a clearly definable topic sentence and
supporting detail sentences (facts, statistics and
specific examples) with _____% accuracy in          of        
         trials as measured by writing rubric.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given samples of
prewriting strategies (outline, note-taking, graphic
organizers) (name) will choose one strategy to use
for expository answers and essay writing with
_____% accuracy in _____of _____writing
assignments as measured by student work
samples.

1. By (date), when given a visual model of an
essay format, (name) will write an expository
essay containing an introduction, body and

        conclusion with ____% accuracy in       of
                trails as measured by writing rubric.

2. By (date), when given a visual model of an
essay, (name) will write an expository essay
supporting each part of the essay (introduction,
body and conclusion) with a clarifying topic
sentence and supporting details with _____%
accuracy in         of         trials as measured by
writing rubric.

1. By (date), when given samples of prewriting
       strategies (outline, note-taking, graphic
       organizers), (name) will choose one strategy to
       use for expository answers and essay writing
       with _____% accuracy in _____of _____writing
       assignments.

2. By (date) given weekly writing assignments,
       (name) will pre-write all writing assignments
       with ____% accuracy in          of          writing
       assignments as measured by student work
       samples .
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         WRITING STRATEGIES – SEVENTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK
Evaluation and Revision
 7.1.7     Revise writing to improve organization and
              word choice after checking the logic of the
              ideas and the precision of the vocabulary.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a list of writing
resources (e.g. dictionary, websites, thesaurus,
anecdotal examples),  (name) will utilize a
thesaurus for word alternatives with ____%
accuracy with no more than one teacher reminder in        
         consecutive trials as measured by student
work samples.

1. By (date), when given a list of writing resources
(e.g. dictionary, websites, thesaurus, anecdotal

       examples),  (name) will utilize a thesaurus for
       word alternatives with ____% accuracy  with no
       more than one teacher reminder in           
               consecutive trials as measured by student
       work samples.

2. By (date), when given a list of writing
resources, (name) will use resources,
independently to improve word choice and
revise writing assignments with _____%
accuracy in         consecutive trials as
measured by student work samples.
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ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SEVENTH GRADE –WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS

   WRITING APPLICATIONS
•   Students write narrative, expository, persuasive and descriptive texts of at least 500 to 700 words in each genre.  The writing

demonstrates a kind of
          standard American English and the research, organizational, and drafting strategies outlined in Writing Standard 1.0.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

 7.2.4      Write persuasive compositions:
a. State a clear position or perspective

in support of a proposition or
proposal.

b. Describe the points in support of the
proposition, employing well-
articulated evidence.

c. Anticipate and address reader
concerns and counterarguments.

               (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a persuasive
topic, (name) will brainstorm a list of  ten possible
reader-concerns and counter-arguments that
directly address the stated position in         of                
         trials with          % accuracy as measured by
student work samples.

1. By (date), when given a persuasive topic,
(name) will brainstorm a list of ten possible
reader concerns that relate to topic with____%
accuracy in         of         trials as measured by
student work samples.

2. By (date), when given a persuasive essay at
        (name’s) independent reading level, (name)
        will identify ten counter-arguments that relate
        to the topic with ____% accuracy in          of
                trials as measured by student work
        samples.
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ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SEVENTH GRADE –WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS

        WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS
• Students write and speak with a command of standard English conventions.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Sentence Structure
 7.1.1      Place modifiers properly and use the
               active voice.  (CAHSEE)

Grammar
 7.1.2     Identify and use infinitives and participle
               and make clear references between
               pronouns and antecedents.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a topic, (name)
will be able to write a six-sentence paragraph in
active voice with appropriately placed modifiers with
_____% accuracy as measured by student work
samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a set of
teacher-generated sentences written at (name’s)
independent reading level, (name) will underline
pronouns and their antecedents and draw arrows
connecting them with _____% accuracy in         of
        trials as measured by student work samples.

1. By (date), when given a writing topic, (name)
will write a six  sentence paragraph in the
active voice with a topic sentence, and
summary statement with ___% accuracy as
measured by student work samples.

2. By (date), when given a writing topic, (name)
will write a six sentence paragraph with
properly placed modifiers to clarify writer’s
meaning with____% accuracy as measured by
teacher-made writing rubric.

1. By (date), when given a set of teacher-
generated sentences written at (name’s)
independent reading level, (name) will
underline pronouns and their antecedents with
____% accuracy in         of         trials as
measured by student work samples.

2.    By (date), when given a set of core text
       generated sentences, at (name’s) independent
       reading level, (name) will identify pronouns their
       antecedents and draw arrows connecting them
       with ____% accuracy in         of          trials as
       measured by student work samples,
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         WRITTEN AND ORAL LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS – SEVENTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK
Grammar - continued
 7.1.4      Demonstrate the mechanics of writing
               (quotation marks, commas at end of
               dependent clauses) and appropriate
               English usage (e.g., pronoun reference).
               (CAHSEE)

Capitalization
7.1.6  Use correct capitalization.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given an appropriate
model of a three-paragraph essay, (name) will
generate an original three paragraph essay using
clarifying punctuation (quotation marks, commas at
end of dependent clauses) with ____% accuracy     
as measured by student work samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a passage
written at (name’s) independent reading level,
(name) will be able to correct the passage for
capitalization with _____%  accuracy by underlining
words that should be capitalized and circling those
that should not be capitalized in         of         trials
as measured by student work samples.

1.     By (date), when given an appropriate  model of
        a three-paragraph essay, (name) will generate
        an original three-paragraph essay using
        clarifying punctuation (quotation marks,
        commas at end of dependent clauses) with      
                    % accuracy as measured by student
         work samples.

2. By (date), when given an appropriate model of
        a three-paragraph essay, (name) will generate
        an original three-paragraph essay using
        clarifying punctuation (quotation marks,
        commas at end of dependent clauses) with
         ______% accuracy as measured by student
        work samples.

1.     By (date), when given a passage written at
        (name’s) independent reading level, (name)
        will edit the passage for capitalization by
        underlining the words that should be
        capitalized with___% accuracy in         of
                  trials as measured by student work
        samples.

2.     By (date), when given a passage written at
        (name’s) independent reading level, (name)
         will edit the passage for capitalization by
         circling those words that have been incorrectly
         capitalized with ___% accuracy in         of
                 trials as measured by student work
         samples.
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ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

EIGHTH GRADE -  WRITING

WRITING STRATEGIES

• Students write clear, coherent, and focused essays.  The writing exhibits awareness of audience and purpose.  Essays contain formal
introductions, supporting evidence and conclusions.  Students progress through the stages of the writing process as needed.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK
Organization and Focus
 8.1.1     Create compositions that establish a
               controlling impression, have a coherent
               thesis, and/or make a clear and well-
              supported conclusion.  (CAHSEE)

 8.1.3     Support theses or conclusions with
               analogies, paraphrases, quotations,
               opinions from authorities, comparison, and
               similar devices.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date) when given a writing
prompt, (name)  will write a three-paragraph
persuasive essay with an introductory paragraph
describing their position/point of view supporting
paragraph that summarizes evidence and supports
position (include steps of writing process) with ___%
accuracy in         of          trials as measured by
teacher-made assessment/rubric.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given the assignment
of a written essay, (name) will exhibit an awareness
of audience and purpose by supporting the thesis or
conclusion with analogies, paraphrases, quotations,
author’s opinions, and/or comparisons with       %
accuracy as measured by teacher/district–made
assessment/rubric.

1. By (date), when given a literary/expository
passage, (name) will describe their position

       and supporting document in an introductory
       paragraph with ____% accuracy in ____of
       _____trials as measured by writing rubric.

2. By (date) , when given literary/expository
passage and a model of the writing process,
(name) will use the steps of the writing process
to write a two-paragraph persuasive
composition stating their position and
summarizing evidence with ____% accuracy in

               of        trials as measured by writing rubric.

1.     By (date), when given the assignment of a
        written essay, (name) will exhibit an awareness
        of audience and purpose by supporting the
        thesis or conclusion with analogies,
        paraphrases, quotations with       % accuracy in        
        as measured by teacher/district–made
        assessment/rubric.

2.     By (date), when given the assignment of a
        written essay, (name) will exhibit an awareness
        of audience and purpose by supporting the
        thesis or conclusion with author’s opinions,
        and/or comparisons with       % accuracy as
        measured by teacher/district–made
        assessment/rubric.
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WRITING STRATEGIES – EIGHTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Evaluation and Revision
 8.1.6     Revise writing for word choice; appropriate
              organization; consistent point of view; and
              transitions between paragraphs, passages,
              and ideas.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given teacher-made
examples of writing rubric,  (name) will develop and
use a writing rubric to self/peer-edit writing
assignments for spelling, grammar and punctuation
errors with ____% accuracy in        of        writing
trials as measured by student-developed rubric.

1. By (date), when given a teacher-made example
of writing rubric for English conventions, (name)
will use rubric to self edit writing assignments
for correct grammar and punctuation with
____% accuracy in ___of____ writing trials as
measured by student-developed rubric.

2. By (date), when given a student-generated
writing rubric for English conventions, (name)
will use the rubric to self-edit and edit peer
assignments for correct punctuation with ___%
accuracy in ____of___  writing trials as
measured by student-developed rubric.
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ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

EIGHTH GRADE -  WRITING

WRITING APPLICATIONS (Genres and Their Characteristics)
• 2.0  Students write narrative, expository, persuasive, and descriptive essays of at least 500-700 words in each genre.  Student writing

demonstrates a command of standard American English and the research, organizational, and drafting strategies outlined in Writing Standard
1.0.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

 8.2.2     Write responses to literature:
a. Exhibit careful reading and insight in

their interpretations.
b. Connect the student’s own responses

to the writer’s techniques and to
specific textual references.

c. Draw supported inferences about the
effects of a literary work on its
audience.

d. Support judgments through references
to the text, other works, other authors,
or to personal knowledge.

              (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a literature
passage, (name) will be able to carefully read,
interpret, connect their own responses to writer’s
techniques, draw supportive inferences – support
judgment by writing an essay in one genre with
        % accuracy as measured by student work
samples.

1.    By (date), when given a literature passage,
         (name) will be able to carefully read, interpret,
         connect their own responses to writer’s
         techniques by writing an essay in one genre
         with       % accuracy as measured by student
         work samples.

2.      By (date), when given a literature passage,
          (name) will be able to carefully read, draw
          supportive inferences – support judgment by
          writing an essay in one genre with       %
          accuracy as measured by student work
          samples.
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ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

EIGHTH GRADE -  WRITTEN AND ORAL LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS

WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS
• 1.0  Students write and speak with a command of standard English conventions appropriate to this grade level.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Sentence Structure
 8.1.3    Use subordination, coordination, apposition,
             and other devices to indicate clearly the
             relationship between ideas.  (CAHSEE)

Grammar
 8.1.4     Edit written manuscripts to ensure that
               correct grammar is used.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given        
sentences, (name) will be able to indicate the
relationship between ideas using subordination,
coordination and/or apposition in        of       trials
with         % accuracy as measured by student work
samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a manuscript,
(name) will be able to correct grammar in         of
        trials with         % accuracy as measured by
weekly assessments.

1.    By (date), when given sentences, (name) will
       be able to indicate the relationship between
       ideas using subordination and coordination in        
              of          trials with          % accuracy as
       measured by student work samples.

2.    By (date), when given sentences, (name will be
       able to indicate the relationship between ideas
       using apposition in         of           trials with         
              % accuracy as measured by student work
       samples.

1.    By (date), when given a manuscript, (name) will
       be able to correct grammar in         of         trials
       with        % accuracy as measured by weekly
       assessments.

2.    By (date), when given a manuscript, (name) will
       be able to correct grammar in         of         trials
       with        % accuracy as measured by weekly
       assessments.
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WRITTEN AND ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS – EIGHTH GRADE CONVENTIONS

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Punctuation and Capitalization
 8.1.5     Use correct punctuation and capitalization.
              (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a written
assignment, (name) will demonstrate knowledge of
correct punctuation and capitalization in        of
       trials with         % accuracy as measured by
student work samples.

1.     By (date), when given a written assignment,
        (name) will demonstrate knowledge of correct
         punctuation and capitalization in        of           
                trials with         % accuracy as measured
         by student work samples.

2.       By (date), when given a written assignment,
          (name) will demonstrate knowledge of correct
           punctuation and capitalization in        of
                  trials with         % accuracy as measured
           by student work samples.
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ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

NINTH GRADE - WRITING

        WRITING APPLICATIONS (Genres and Their Characteristics)

• 2.0   Students combine the rhetorical strategies of narration, exposition, persuasion, and description to produce
texts of at least 1,500 words each.  Student writing demonstrates a command of standard American English and
the research, organizational, and drafting strategies outlined in Writing Standard 1.0.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

9.2.1  Write biographical or autobiographical
                narratives or short stories:

a. Relate a sequence of events and
       communicate the significance of the
       events to the audience.
b. Locate scenes and incidents in

specific places.
c. Describe with concrete sensory

details the sights, sounds, and smells
of a scene and the specific actions,
movements, gestures, and feelings of
the characters; use interior
monologue to depict the characters’
feelings.

               (CAHSEE)

9.2.2 Write responses to literature:
a.  Demonstrate a comprehensive grasp of
     the significant ideas of literary works.
b. Support important ideas and

viewpoints through accurate and
detailed references to the text or to
other works.

c. Demonstrate awareness of the
author’s use of stylistic devices and an
appreciation of the effects created.

d. Identify and assess the impact of
perceived ambiguities, nuances, and
complexities within the text.

              (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a biographical
and autobiographical writing prompt, (name) will
define the narrative features of a biography (context,
plot, point of view, details and dialog) and
incorporate three narrative and/or descriptive
features to relay a clear biographical incident with
______% accuracy as measured by performance-
based assessment.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a grade level
core literature passage, (name) will write an
interpretative response with a hypothesis and
supporting judgments with detailed examples and
references to the text, other literary works and
authors with           % accuracy in         of         trials
as measured by portfolio assessment.

1. By (date), when given a list of narrative features
found in literary text, (name) will define the
narrative features of a biography (context, plot,
point of view) using examples from the text with
______% accuracy as measured by
performance-based assessment.

2.    By (date), when given the narrative features of
       a biography, (name) will incorporate one
       narrative and one descriptive feature to relay a
       clear biographical incident with ___% accuracy
       as measured by performance-based
       assessment.

1.    By (date), when given a grade level core
       passage, (name) will write an interpretive
       response with a hypothesis using detailed
       examples and references to the text with ___%
       accuracy in         of         trials as measured by
       portfolio assessment.

2. By (date), when given a grade level core
passage in literature or history, (name) will use
detailed examples and supporting judgments to
write an interpretive response with ____%
accuracy in         of         trials as measured by
portfolio assessment.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

TENTH GRADE - WRITING

        WRITING STRATEGIES

• 1.0  Students write coherent and focused essays that convey a well-defined perspective and tightly reasoned
argument.  The writing demonstrates students’ awareness of the audience and purpose.  Students progress
through the stages of the writing process as needed.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK
Organization & Focus
 10.1.2    Use precise language action verbs,
                sensory details, appropriate modifiers,
                and the active rather than the passive
                voice.  (CAHSEE)

Research and Technology
 10.1.4    Develop the main ideas within the body of
                the composition through supporting
                evidence (e.g., scenarios, commonly held
                beliefs, hypotheses, definitions).

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a grade level
writing assignment, (name) will write an expository
paragraph in the active voice with a topic sentence,
five descriptive, supporting compound sentences
and a summary sentence (include facts, specific
details and examples) with ___% accuracy as
measured by writing rubric.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given in three of four
expository writing samples, (name) will brainstorm
three topics for each sample and
chart/graph/visually organize supporting evidence
by hypothesis, definition and theme with ______%
accuracy in        of         samples as measured by
teacher-made assessment.

1.    By (date), when given grade level writing
       assignment, (name) will write an expository
       paragraph with a topic sentence, three
       supporting sentences (includes facts, specific
       details) with ____% accuracy as measured by
       writing rubric.

2.    By (date), when given grade level writing
       assignment, (name) will write an expository
       paragraph in the active voice with a topic
       sentence, three compound sentences (including
       facts, details and specific examples) and a
       summary statement with _____% accuracy as
       measured by writing rubric.

1.    By (date), when given grade level, content area
       writing assignment, (name) will brainstorm
       three topics for assignment and graphing
       supporting evidence  by theme with ____%
       accuracy in         of         samples as  measured
       by writing rubric.

2.     By (date), when given grade level content area
        writing assignment, (name) will brainstorm
        three topics for each assignment and visually
        organize supporting evidence by hypothesis,
        definition, and theme with ______% accuracy
        in _____of _____ samples measured by
        teacher- made rubric.
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          WRITING STRATEGIES – TENTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK
Research and Technology - continued
10.1.8 Design and publish documents by using
               advanced publishing software and graphic
               programs.

Evaluating and Revision
 10.1.9    Revise writing to improve logic and
                coherence of the organization and
                controlling perspective, the precision of
                word choice, and the tone by taking into
                consideration the audience, purpose, and
                formality of the context.   (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given graphic
programs for content support, (name) will organize,
edit and publish documents using graphic programs
with ___% accuracy in         of         trials as
measured by performance-based assessment.

(Annual Goal) By (date) when given a grade level
expository text, (name) will rewrite and revise grade
level expository text passages matching purpose
audience and context with precise language, facts
and research with ___% accuracy in        of           
        trials as measured by teacher-made
assessments.

1.     By (date), when given graphic programs for
        content support, (name) will organize/edit
        documents with ____% accuracy in         of          
               trials as measured by performance-based
        assessment.

2. By (date), when given a technology (graphics)
  assignment, (name) will organize, edit and
  publish documents with ___% accuracy in
  ___of____ trials as measured by
  performance-based assessment.

1. By (date), when given a grade level expository
text passage, (name) will write and revise
passage using precise language, facts and
research with ___% accuracy in       of        

                  trials as measured by teacher-made
        assessments.

2. By (date), when given grade level expository
         text passages, (name) will revise and rewrite
         passage to match purpose, audience and
         context with ___% accuracy in         of         
                 trials as measured by teacher-made
         rubric.
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ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

TENTH GRADE - WRITING

       WRITING APPLICATIONS (Genres and Their Characteristics)

• 2.0  Students combine the rhetorical strategies of narration, exposition, persuasion, and description to produce
texts of at least 1,500 words each.  Student writing demonstrates a command of standard American English and
the research, organizational, and drafting strategies outlined in writing Standard 1.0.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

 10.2.5    Write business letters:
a. Provide clear and purposeful

information and address the intended
audience appropriately.

b. Use appropriate vocabulary, tone,
and style to take into account the
nature of the relationship with, and
the knowledge and interests of the
recipients.

c. Highlight central ideas or images.
d. Follow a conventional style with page

formats, fonts, and spacing that
contribute to the documents’
readability and impact.

             (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given three different
forms (ex: letter of application, request for services,
editorial) and styles of business letters, (name) will
compare formats, style and necessary elements
listing differences and similarities with _____%
accuracy in         of         trials as measured by
teacher-made assessment.

1.    By (date), when given three different styles of
       business letters, (name) will compare formats
       and styles – listing elements with ____%
       accuracy in         of         trials as measured by
       teacher-made assessment.

2.    By (date), when given three different styles of
        business letters, (name) will compare formats
        listing differences and appropriate usage with
                % accuracy in         of         trials as
        measured  by teacher-made assessment
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ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

TENTH GRADE – WRITING

       WRITTEN AND ORAL LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS
• Students write and speak with a command of standard English conventions.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK
Grammar and Mechanics of Writing
10.1.3 Demonstrate an understanding of proper

English usage and control of grammar,
paragraph and sentence structure, diction,
and syntax.  (CAHSEE)

Manuscript Form
10.1.4 Produce legible work that shows accurate
              spelling and correct use of the conventions
              of punctuation and capitalization.
              (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given an area of
concern, (name) will write a three-paragraph letter
of complaint to an agency/manufacturer correctly
using clauses, sentence structure and mechanics of
punctuation with _____% accuracy in         of           
        trials as measured by teacher
developed/performance based assessment.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given an
employment form, (name) will complete two legible
job applications, proofreading and indicating errors
by circling capitalization, punctuation and spelling
errors.  (Name)  will find ______% of errors and
self-correct ______% of the errors found with           
             % accuracy as measured by teacher-made
performance-based assessment.

1. By (date), when given an area of concern,
        (name) will write a three-paragraph outline of
        concerns to an agency complaining about a
        product or service using correct form,
        mechanics and spelling with ____% accuracy
        in         of          trials as measured by functional
        writing rubric.

2.    By (date), when given an area of concern,
         (name) will write a three- paragraph letter of
         complaint using  correct grammar and
       punctuation with         % accuracy in ____
       of       trials as measured by functional
       writing rubric.

1. By (date), when given two job applications,
(name) will complete applications legibly, using
correct capitalization, punctuation and spelling
with _______% accuracy as measured by
teacher-made performance- based
assessment.

2.    By (date), when given two completed job
       applications, (name) will proofread, indicate
       errors and self correct           %  of errors found
       as measured by performance-based rubric.


